
 

 
 

Kill Team Leader Cost to recruit: 120 points
M WS BS S T W I A Ld

 Pit Slave Chief 4” 4 4 3 3 1 4 1 8  

PIT SLAVE GANG KILL TEAMS

PIT SLAVE GANG SPECIAL RULES

PIT SLAVE CHIEF

The following special rules apply to all 
of the members of a Pit Slave Gang 
kill team:

Second Rate Gear: All fighters in a 
Pit Slave Gang kill team suffer a -1 
penalty to ammo roll results.

Capture: Their experience of 
absconding means all Pit Slave 
Gang kill team members have the 
Escape Artist skill.

Pit Slave Weapons: A Pit Slave 
Weapon replaces the fighter’s whole 
arm, so can only be replaced with 
another Pit Slave Weapon. A Pit 
Slave Weapon cannot hold or use a 
regular weapon. Additionally, these 
weapons must test to sound the 
alarm when used in scenarios such 
as The Raid.

USING PIT SLAVE GANG KILL TEAMS
A Pit Slave Gang kill team follows all 
of the normal rules, with the following 
exceptions:

- Pit slaves are already hardened 
fighteres, having fought before and 
during their imprisonment. All Pit 
Slave gang members start with one 
randomly determined advance.

- Whenever a Pit Slave Gang kill team 
gains points to spend on resupply for 
completing a mission, expending a 
promethium cache, winning a mission 
with a Hidden Cache subplot or as a 
bonus for the Scavenger skill they gain 
D6x10 points for every 50 points that 
a kill team would normally gain 
instead.

Heavily augmented escaped slaves 
band together for mutual support 
subsisting at the fringe of the 
badzones. The Pit Slaves brandish 
their bio-weapons as symbols of the 
torturous misery they have overcome. The Pit Slave Chief is a natural leader, the one who the others look to for 

direction in their battle against the Merchant Guild. Pit Slave Chiefs have to 
work hard to keep their position amongst the ruthless cut-throats they lead, a 
favored way is to acquire numerous bionic implants and armour plates.

Wargear: A Pit Slave Chief may be armed with weapons chosen from the 
Leader Only, Hand-to-Hand, Pistols, Basic Weapons, Special Weapons, and 
Extras sections of the Pit Slave Weapon list. A Chief must also be armed with a 
Pit Slave Weapon. The Chief can also purchase an additional Pit Slave 
Weapon which is fitted separately, effectively giving the Chief an extra ‘arm’. 
In  hand-to-hand combat this allows the Chief to use three close combat 
weapons (+2 Attack dice), or hold a basic/special weapon with one hand, and 
still use two close combat weapons (+1 Attack dice).

Trooper Cost to recruit: 60 points
M WS BS S T W I A Ld

 Pit Slave  4” 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 7  

PIT SLAVE

Regular pit slaves make up the majority of slave gangs, scarred half-men with 
bitter memories of the normal life they used to enjoy.

Wargear: A Pit Slave may be armed with weapons chosen from the 
Hand-to-Hand, Pistols, and Extras lists. A pit slave chief must also be armed 
with a single Pit Slave Weapon.

Trooper Cost to recruit: 60 points
M WS BS S T W I A Ld

Pit Fighter  4” 4 - 3 3 1 4 1 7

PIT FIGHTER

The most burly and aggressive pit slaves are throwin into fighting pits for the 
enjoyment of paying spectators.

Wargear: Pit Fighters rely exclusively on their pit slave weapons, so cannot use 
any other weaponry. However they do have access to armour plates, tool 
upgrades, and miscellaneous equipment. Pit Fighters must be equipped with 
two Pit Slave Weapons. Note unlike a Pit Slave Chief, the Pit Fighter’s two 
slave weapons will replace both arms.

Specialist Cost to recruit: 80 points
M WS BS S T W I A Ld

Techno  4” 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 7

TECHNO

Technos manage the upkeep and maintenance of the pit slaves, whether it be as 
simple as oiling gears and tightening chains, or as complex as transplanting 
bionic limbs.

Wargear: A Techno may be given equipment chosen from the Hand-to-Hand, 
Pistols, Basic, Special Weapons, and Extras lists.
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PIT SLAVE GANG WEAPON AND EQUIPMENT LISTS
 

 
Leader Only Weapons
Bolt pistol......................................................
Bolt shells.......................................................
Boltgun..........................................................
Chainsword...................................................
Hand flamer..................................................

25 points
15 points
35 points
25 points
25 points

Hand-to-Hand Weapons
Chain or flail.................................................
Club, maul or bludgeon................................
Knife................................................................
Sword.............................................................

10 points
10 points
5 points

15 points

Pistols
Autopistol......................................................
Laspistol........................................................
Stub gun........................................................

15 points
15 points
10 points

Basic Weapons
Autogun........................................................
Lasgun...........................................................
Shotgun.........................................................

20 points
25 points
20 points

Special Weapons
Autoslugger...................................................
Flamer...........................................................
Grenade launcher:
… with frag grenades....................................
… with krak grenades.................................
… with both................................................
Meltagun.......................................................
Plasma gun....................................................

45 points
40 points

80 points
100 points
125 points
95 points
80 points

Pit Slave Weapons
Buzz saw........................................................
Chainsaw.......................................................
Claw..............................................................
Hammer........................................................
Rock Drill......................................................
Shears............................................................

15 points
15 points
10 points
15 points
10 points
10 points

Extras
Armour Plates................................................
Dum-dum bullets............................................
Frag grenades................................................
Krak grenades...............................................
Manstopper shells...........................................
Tool upgrade.................................................

10 points
5 points

25 points
40 points
5 points

15 points
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WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT
HAND-TO-HAND WEAPONS
CHAIN OR FLAIL
A length of chain or a chain fastened to a metal bar is a 
dangerous and unpredictable weapon.

Flailing Attack: Enemy fighters cannot parry against a 
fighter that is attacking with a flail.

Range Strength Damage Save Mod.

Close Combat As User 1 -

Ammo roll: The hand flamer is required to take an Ammo 
roll each and every time it fires or is used in hand-to-hand 
combat.

Sustained Fire: 1 dice.

CLUB, MAUL OR BLUDGEON
Simple primitive weapons are often used by impoverished 
fighters, and the hordes of mutant creatures that plague the 
Underhive.

Concussive: A fighter who goes down as a result of an 
Injury roll made for this weapon is automatically taken out 
of action, even if the wielder is fighting other opponents.

Range Strength Damage Save Mod.

Close Combat As User 1 -

 

PISTOLS
AUTOPISTOL
The autopistol is a rapid-firing automatic pistol that is both 
easy to manufacture and simple to use, and are amongst the 
most commonly employed weapons in the Underhive.

Str. Dam.
Save
Mod.

Ammo
Roll

30-8” 8-16” +2 - 1 - 4+

Range
Short Long
⌐ ¬ To Hit

Short Long
⌐ ¬

STUB GUN
The stub gun, stubber, or slugger is a primitive type of hand 
gun which fires sold bullets – usually one at a time. It is 
recognizable as a revolver or small automatic of the kind used 
since the twentieth century.

Str. Dam.
Save
Mod.

Ammo
Roll

30-8” 8-16” - -1 1 - 4+

Range
Short Long
⌐ ¬ To Hit

Short Long
⌐ ¬

HAND FLAMER
The compact nature of a hand flamer severely limits its 
effective range, yet it is all but impossible to miss with at 
point-blank range.

Str. Dam.
Save
Mod.

Ammo
Roll

30-2” 2-4” +2 +3 1 - 5+

Range
Short Long
⌐ ¬ To Hit

Short Long
⌐ ¬

BASIC WEAPONS
AUTOGUN
The autogun is a rapid firing automatic weapon. Auto weapons are 
easy to manufacture and simple to use, and are amongst the most 
commonly employed weapons in the Underhive.

Str. Dam.
Save
Mod.

Ammo
Roll

30-8” 8-16” +2 - 1 - 4+

Range
Short Long
⌐ ¬ To Hit

Short Long
⌐ ¬

SPECIAL WEAPONS
AUTOSLUGGER
The autoslugger is a simple weapon and cheap to maintain, 
so have become pupular with the Underhive gangs, 
especially amongst outlaws who find it difficult to find afford, 
and maintain more powerful heavy weapons.

Str. Dam.
Save
Mod.

Ammo
Roll

30-12” 12-24” +1 - 1 - 5+

Range
Short Long
⌐ ¬ To Hit

Short Long
⌐ ¬

ARMOUR
ARMOUR PLATES
Pit slaves often fashion crude plates of armour from scrap 
debris. Pit Slave Gang kill team members can carry up to 
three armour plates, each confering a cumulative 6+ armour 
save. However, each plate reduce the Pit Slave’s Initiative by 
-1 to a minimum of 1. Note that armour plates cannot be 
combined with other forms of armour.
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PIT SLAVE WEAPONS

CHAINSAW
Chainsaws are long, razor edged and comparatively easy to 
wield so have become popular weapons for pit fighters. The 
most widly known advocate being Bull Gorg, the most 
fearsom of all pit slaves.

Parry: A chainsaw allows the fighter to make a parry.

Range Strength Damage Save Mod.

Close Combat 4 1 -1

CLAW
Large claws are used in a variety of mining, loading and 
excavation jobs. When used as a weapon its keen tipped 
talons can grip and smother opponents.

Grapple: When fighting in hand-to-hand combat, the Pit 
Slave’s opponent suffers a -1 Attack dice penalty (to a 
minimum of 1) for each claw the fighter wields.

Range Strength Damage Save Mod.

Close Combat 3 1 -

HAMMER
Giant hammers are fitted to mining, demolition, and 
foundry slaves. Their blunt pile driver force can knock 
opponents senseless as they are beaten to their knees.

Pummel: When fighting in hand-to-hand combat the Pit 
Slave’s opponent suffers a -1 Combat Score penalty for 
each hammer the fighter wields.

Range Strength Damage Save Mod.

Close Combat 3 1 -

ROCK DRILL
Miningly slaves are commonly fitted with massive drills for 
borrowing into slag, metals, and minerals. It also makes a 
fearsom weapon, its piercing strikes can bore into an 
opponent causing horrific injuries.

Demolition: If a rock drill is used against a stationary 
target (e.g. a Gateway), then its strength is doubled.

Range Strength Damage Save Mod.

Close Combat 4 D3 -3

SHEARS
Huge shears are used for harvesting fungi and scrap metals. 
Their fearsome sharpened blades are quite capable of 
snipping bits off an unfortunate human.

Snip: If a shears hit wounds on a roll of 6, roll another D6. 
If this roll is also a 6 the Pit Slave has snipped his 
opponent’s head clean off unless the wound is saved. 
Fighters that suffer this fate are automatically dead so are 
crossed off the roster along with their equipment.

Range Strength Damage Save Mod.

Close Combat 4 1 -1

BUZZ SAW
Buzz saws are fitted to scrap slaves and unsubtle pit fighters. 
A whirling disk of toothed steel, it can part steel or flesh just 
as easily with a single swing.

Range Strength Damage Save Mod.

Close Combat 5 1 -2

AMMUNITION
DUM-DUM STUB GUN ROUNDS
A stub gun can be loaded with dum-dum bullets. A supply of 
these hand-made bullets costs extra, but they are more 
powerful than standard ammunition.

A stub gun with dum-dum rounds receives +1 strength. 
However on a failed ammo roll the weapon automatically 
explodes.

BOLT SHELLS
This is a small self-propelled missile. In fact it is a charge 
adapted from a boltgun round, and has similar properties 
including being somewhat tempermental.

A shotgun with bolt shells may choose to fire with the 
following profile in addition to other ammunition types.

Str. Dam.
Save
Mod.

Ammo
Roll

40-4” 4-24” +1 - 1 -1 6+

Range
Short Long
⌐ ¬ To Hit

Short Long
⌐ ¬
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SPECIALISED EQUIPMENT

WYRD POWERS

TOOL UPGRADE
Pit slaves often cannibalise machinery to upgrade their 
cybernetic weapons. Tool bits are replaced with larger, more 
destrucive versions, or augmented with supercharged 
motors.

Pit Slave Weapons can be fitted with any number of tool 
upgrades, each confering a +1 bonus to its Strength and 
Save Modifier, (eg, a Claw with one Tool Upgrade becomes Strength 
4 with a -1 Save Modifier). Note tool upgrades can be freely 
refitted between weapons during the post game sequence 
like any other item.

BLIND SNAKE POUCH
The Underhive natives milk venom from the albino 
blindsnake, mix the toxin with certain secret fungi, and place 
the resultant paste into a sma1l leather pouch which is worn 
around the neck. The spirit of the blindsnake is said to watch 
out for bad spirits and to guide its owner in the darkness.

A fighter with a blindsnake pouch has a 4+ invulnerable 
save against shooting attacks.

PYROMANIAC
The Pyro can create a ball of flame out of thin air.

He may attempt to create a fireball instead of attacking 
normally in the shooting phase and has a range of 24”. If the 
power works then place the small blast template anywhere in 
range and line of sight, and follow the usual template rules 
for determining which models are hit. Fighters hit suffer 
damage exactly as if they had been hit by a Flamer.

TELEPATH
The Telepath is able to take control of another person’s 
mind, forcing them to do what he desires.

The Telepath may attempt to use this power at any time 
during an enemy turn. If the power works he may try and 
take over the mind of any single enemy model within 24”. 
He does not need line of sight, but he does have to pick the 
closest target. The victim must take a Leadership test. If the 
test is passed then he fights off the mental assault.

If the test is failed then he is taken over by the Telepath who 
may decide what the model will do for the rest of the turn (ie, 
he can decide where it moves, who it shoots at, etc.). At the end of 
the turn the model returns to normal. Remember that the 
model is not allowed to act suicidally, so you can’t make it 
jump off a ledge or shoot itself, etc.

TELEKENETIC
The Wyrd is able to use his telekenetic powers to crush the 
life out of a victim.

The Wyrd may attempt to use this power instead of 
attacking normally in the shooting phase and has a range of 
24”. If the power works then roll 2D6 for the Wyrd, and 
1D6 plus the model’s Strength for the victim. If the Wyrd’s 
scire is higher, then 1 wound is inflicted on the victim per 
point of difference between the two scores (eg, Wyrd scores 8, 
victim scores 6 equals 2 wounds for the victim).
If the victim’s score is equal to or higher than the Wyrd’s 
then the attack has no effect, but the victim is still pinned.

BEASTMASTER
Some Wyrds are able to control the minds of the lesser 
beasts and creatures which lurk through the Underhive.

Instead of manifesting powers during the game a Beastmas-
ter is accompanied by D3 creatures, or ‘pets’, chosen from 
the following: Giant Rats, Millasaurs, or Ripper Jacks. No 
Wyrd Power roll is required, and the pets are deployed 
together with the wyrd and must start within 2”. Pets cannot 
interact with non-fighter scenario objectives. They do not 
contribute towards winning or losing conditions and are 
ignored for Bottle roll purposes.

The creatures under the Beastmaster’s control must remain 
within 16” of him at all times. As long as they do so then 
they can use his Leadership characteristic for any Leader-
ship tests they have to take. If they ever end a movement 
phase more than 16” from the Beastmaster, or if the 
Beastmaster goes out of action, they are removed from play, 
as it is assumed that they have scampered off down a nearby 
crack or hole.

MAN-STOPPER SHOTGUN SHELLS
This is a particularly heavy solid cartridge with a massive propellant 
charge. It is more powerful than a normal solid shot and more 
accurate at range. Howeveer it is more expensive than solid shot. 

A shotgun with bolt shells may choose to fire with the following 
profile in addition to other ammunition types.

Str. Dam.
Save
Mod.

Ammo
Roll

40-4” 4-18” - - 1 -2 5+

Range
Short Long
⌐ ¬ To Hit

Short Long
⌐ ¬
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BEASTMASTER — GIANT RAT
The Underhive contains a warren of disused and decaying tunnels 
and sewers infested by swarms of rats. Giant rats can grow 
anywhere up to 4 feet long (not including their tail), while the huge 
razor-sharp fangs of some can reach well over a foot. Rats exhibit a 
low form of animal cunning and have incredibly fast natural 
reactions. These combine to give them an almost supernatural 
ability to dodge any attack that is aimed at them.

M
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Dodge: Giant rats receive a 4+ invulnerable save.

 

 

BEASTMASTER — MILLIASAUR
The Underhive contains a warren of disused and decaying tunnels 
and sewers infested by swarms of rats. Giant rats can grow 
anywhere up to 4 feet long (not including their tail), while the huge 
razor-sharp fangs of some can reach well over a foot. Rats exhibit a 
low form of animal cunning and have incredibly fast natural 
reactions. These combine to give them an almost supernatural 
ability to dodge any attack that is aimed at them.
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Climb: Milliasaurs can move up and down slopes and vertical 
surfaces as if they were open ground.

Poison Bite: In close combat, each hit scored will automatically 
inflict a wound without having to roll against the victim’s 
Toughness. Armour saves may still protect the target as normal. If 
the victim suffers his final wound to a milliasaur do not roll on the 
normal Injury Table, instead roll on the table below:

1-2 No Effect: The milliasaur’s venom fails to paralyse its 
victim. The model continues to fight and the wound is 
ignored.

3-6 Out of Action: The victim is paralysed and is chewed 
up by the milliasaur. The model is taken out of action.

1 None: The wyrd does not have a minor power at all and 
must rely only on their primary power.

2 Float: The wyrd may attempt to use this power at any 
time during the movement phase. If the power works 
either the Wyrd or one friendly model within 12” will 
not suffer fall damage for the duration of the phase.

3 Weapon Jynx: The wyrd may attempt this power if an 
enemy targets him with a ranged attack. If the power 
works the enemy must take an ammo roll for the weapon 
reagardless of what they rolled to hit.

4 Banshee Howl: The wyrd may attempt to use this 
power at any time against an enemy model it can see 
within 24“ that is in overwatch. If the power works, it 
distracts the model, knocking it out of Overwatch.

5 Trip Up: The wyrd may attempt to use this power if he 
is charged. If the power works the enemy is stopped 1” 
away from the Wyrd and is pinned.

6 Spider Man: The wyrd may attempt to use this power 
before moving. If successful he can climb an sufrace as if 
there was a ladder there.

  

BEASTMASTER — RIPPER JACK
Ripper jacks are bat-like creatures that normally inhabit abandoned 
domes. They hang from the roofs in their dark domains, swooping 
down on unsuspecting creatures that venture below.
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Fly: Ripper jacks can fly.

Envelop: Ripper jacks never fight in hand-to-hand combat, even if 
charged by an enemy model it’s assumed they simply flit out of the 
way. Instead, a ripper jack in base contact with an enemy model 
during the hand-to-hand phase can attempt to envelop the 
opposing model’s head.

Roll a D6 for each ripper jack that is attacking an enemy model. If 
the roll is greater than the victim’s Initiative, or a roll of a 6 under 
any circumstances, then the ripper jack has enveloped its target. 
Models may only be enveloped by one ripper jack at a time, 
though several ripper jacks can attempt to envelop a victim – the 
rest would have to go and find another victim. An enveloped 
victim fall sto the ground and cannot move or do anything else 
until he dies or the ripper jack is pulled off. If the victim is engaged 
in hand-to-hand combat then treat him as if he was down.

Roll 2D6 for the model in the recovery phase. If the score is less 
than or equal to the model’s Strength it has pulled the ripper jack 
off and killed it (remove the ripper jack model from play). If the 
score is greater than the model’s Strength then the ripper jack 
remains firmly attached and the victim suffers a S4 hit with no 
armour save allowed. Models reduced to 0 wounds by a ripper 
jack in this way are automatically taken out of action.

Any friendly fighters in base contact with an enveloped model at 
the start of their turn can help remove the ripper jack. The model 
cannot do anything else that turn. If the fighter helps out in this 
way then his strength characteristic is added to that of his 
companion when working out if the ripper jack is removed.

  

MINOR WYRD POWERS
In addition to their primary powers, Wyrds are often gifted 
with less powerful, but often useful abilities.
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UNDERHIVE SCUM

PIT SLAVE GANG SPECIAL OPERATIVES

M WS BS S T W I A Ld
Scum

Native scout

 4” 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 7

Underhive Scum, or Scummers, prefer the carefree, wandering life of a mercenary to that of a ganger. They travel from town 
to town, making few friends or commitments, earning whatever easy money is around before moving on.

Wargear: A scum has a combat blade and two bolt pistols. He may also do any of the following:
Exchange both bolt pistols for a plasma pistol and autopistol or laspistol.
Exchange one bolt pistol for a hand flamer.

Checkered Past: Generate 6 advances for an Underhive Scum when you muster your kill team. Skills generated may be 
from the Agility, Shooting, and Ferocity skill tables.

NATIVE SCOUT
M WS BS S T W I A Ld

 4” 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 7

The Underhive natives are the indigenous inhabitants of the Underhive. They know its ancient tunnels and labyrinthine 
passages far better than the Underhivers themselves.

Wargear: All Native Scouts have a combat blade, bludgeon, shotgun, and blindsnake pouch. The Native Scout may choose 
to exchange his shotgun for an autogun or lasgun.

Expert Scout: Generate 3 advances for Native Scout when you muster your kill team. Skills may be generated from the 
Agility, Combat, or Stealth skill tables.

Guide: If a kill team contains a Native Scout, that kill team can add or subtract 1 from the result to determine mission type. 
If both teams contain a Native Scout the effect is cancelled out.

Explore: If a kill team contains a native scout wins a mission, roll a D6, on a roll of a 6 that kill team gains an additional 
promethium cache.

Wyrd

WYRD
M WS BS S T W I A Ld

 4” 2 2 3 4 1 4 1 7

Wyrds are individuals with raw, untutored and very varied mental powers. More often than not, a wyrd that is forced to live 
in the Underhive will follow a more practical and mercenary path and offer his services to the highest bidder.

Wargear: All Wyrd are armed with a knife, and up to two weapons from the following list: stub gun with dum-dum bullets, 
autopistol, laspistol, sword, chain or flail, club, maul or bludgeon.

Wyrd Powers: The powers displayed by Wyrds are highly varried, however it is possible to divide wyrds into a number of 
very broad types. A Wyrd must belong to one of these categories: Beastmaster, Pyromaniac, Telepath, Telekinetic. 
Additionally each Wyrd may generate one power from the Minor Wyrd Powers.

Using Wyrd Powers: It requires intense concentration and inner calm for a Wyrd to use his powers, not always easy in the 
middle of an Underhive firefight! In order to use his power, the Wyrd must first take a Leadership test. If the test is failed, 
the Wyrd’s concentration has broken and he may not use a power that turn. If the test is passed, the power may be used as 
described. A Wyrd may only attempt to manifest a single power per turn.

Perils of the Warp: Although most Wyrds are only dimly aware of the fact, in order to use their mental powers they draw 
deeply on the power of The Warp. To represent this risky business, if a Wyrd rolls a 2 or 12 when he takes a Leadership test 
to use Wyrd Powers, the Wyrd will automatically suffer a hit at D6 Strength with no armour save allowed.



SKILLS
The skill tables are used to determine what skills your fighters gain 
as they advance. Your fighters are restricted to specific skill tables 
depending upon their faction and whether they are a trooper, 
specialist or kill team leader.

The different characters of the factions mean that they each have 
contrasting areas of strength and weakness. For example, Skitarii 
Rangers are skilled at both ranged and close combat, while Orks are 
ferocious and physically imposing. Similarly, a fighter’s role counts 
for a great deal in terms of

what skills they are able to learn. Kill team leaders and 

specialists have access to different skills that reflect their different 
roles to those of troopers in a kill team. New recruits, meanwhile, 
are still too green to pick up anything but the basics they need to 
fight alongside the other members of their kill team. New recruits 
cannot gain skills. When a fighter gains a skill, pick a skill type that is 
available to them, roll two dice and consult the relevant table. You 
can choose one of the skills that correspond to the numbers rolled – 
your fighter gains that skill. If you roll the same number, re-roll one 
dice until you get another number. A fighter cannot gain the same 
skill twice – if the only skills you roll are skills they already have, 
re-roll the dice.

Trooper

ROLESUB-
FACTION
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Combat Ferocity Guerilla Agility Muscle Shooting Stealth

Specialist

Leader


